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what’s going on? 

a normal person -

You see some news See the same thing
 on 10 different

 platforms presenting it.

Don’t know if it’s true Take actions
Waste energy

Still Unsatisfied



bolo verifact.

remembering what needs to be
done, so you don’t have to.

Here is your summary, sit back and
chill.

News1: Fake
News2: Almos t Fake
News3: Fair
News4: Likely to be true
News5: True



Proposed Solution

with rich and diverse data, this
approach has potential beyond the
walls of MLPR.

ChatBot Web_ExtensionsApplications



Lets talk about the
Data

Which Format?

What is the goal?

Looking for the best dataset for the model.

Preprocessing

Further Steps...



The problem - Datasets



The Need - Data

Labels according to the factness index

0: Half True
1: False
2- Mostly True
3- True
4: Barely True
5: Liar liar, pants on fire



Dataset - LIAR

“Liar, Liar Pants on Fire”:
A New Benchmark Dataset for Fake News Detection

A new benchmark dataset for fake news detection. (n.d.-a).
https://aclanthology.org/P17-2067.pdf 

Publically avalaible for free (purposely for fake news detection)

A decade-long of 12.8K manually labeled short statements with various

contexts

Each statement is evaluated by a POLITIFACT.COM editor for its

truthfulness.



Analysis



More Analysis



& More Analysis...



& a Little More Analysis...



existing work -

The dataset’s authors had done six-class classification

with various techniques. The image on the left

captures the same.

Source: 

https://paperswithcode.com/paper/liar-liar-pants-on-

fire-a-new-benchmark



existing work -

Comparing options in datasets. Ours had the most number of labels.
Source: A Comprehensive Review of Fake News Detection with Deep Learning. Mridha et al., 2021.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9620068



existing work -

A table comparing word embedding methods. We eventually used

MiniLM for its small size, and yet having the strengths of BERT.
Source: A Comprehensive Review of Fake News Detection with Deep Learning. Mridha et al., 2021.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9620068



existing work -

Out of 7 available classification implementations on

PapersWithCode [1], the most upvoted repository [2]

was the only one to provide solid numbers in its

results. Images on the left are from its README.

The repository’s code uses a Siamese network of BERT

pre-trained models. Top uses two models, bottom

uses three.

Sources: 

[1] https://paperswithcode.com/paper/liar-liar-pants-

on-fire-a-new-benchmark

[2] https://github.com/manideep2510/siamese-BERT-

fake-news-detection-LIAR



support vector machines

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine

learning algorithm that finds the best hyperplane

to separate different classes in a dataset,

maximizing the margin between them.

Our baseline model employs a Support Vector

Machine, processing unigram features extracted

through TF-IDF vectorization of the BERT

Summaries. 

it served as an excellent base classical machine

learning model used for multi -class

classification.  



Performance- 



Performance- 



What is RNN?

RNN, or Recurrent Neural Network, is a type of artificial neural

network designed to handle sequential data by retaining memory of

past inputs. It's commonly used in tasks like natural language

processing and time series prediction.

Why RNN?

RNNs are ideal for fake news detection because they can understand

the sequential nature of text, capturing nuances and language

patterns crucial for identifying deceptive content.

RNN



.

LSTM model understands and analyzes both short text and longer

articles akin to human reading capabilities.

It identifies key keywords, comprehends sentiment, and grasps

contextual meaning.

Trained on a dataset of labeled news articles (real vs. fake),

learning to differentiate between truthful and deceptive content.

Detects subtle cues like word choice, phrasing, and context that

humans might miss.

Can swiftly evaluate new articles and accurately classify them as

real or fake news.

Automated fake news detection aids in filtering out

misinformation, offering users fact-based content.

LSTM



Performance- SVM & RNN + LSTM

SVM 

RNN + LSTM

<>



The Final Architecture- Bi-LSTM



challenges:

Overfitting: While our training accuracy at times was

reaching 99%, our validation and testing accuracy kept

wandering around 25-27%. This is a known problem in

the literature, and is being worked on by the

community to solve.

1.

Resource Constraints: Training and deploying Bi-LSTM

models require significant computational resources.

Managing these resources efficiently, especially for

larger datasets, can be a big stone to move.

2.

Learning: We still require to innovate on better

architectures, for example possibly implementing

attention mechanisms in the future.

3.



Future: 

Multi-Source Transfer Learning- An avenue we had

attempted to look at that would allow us to use multiple

pre-trained models to get more accurate outputs. We

could follow through on that to get better results.

1.

Attention Mechanisms- Another thing we tried

implementing to no avail, could be a big avenue for

innovation.

2.

Integrating More Features- For now we used only the

statement to make predictions, we wish to understand how

to represent and use the other features effectively in the

future.

3.

More Diverse Dataset- The dataset covers only American

statements, we want to explore how to get around this.

4.



anyways...


